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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is sensing movements of 100-m runners
from video that is publicly available, for example, Internet broad-
casts. Normally, information that can be obtained from a video is
limited to the number of steps and average stride length. However,
our proposed method makes it possible to measure not only this
information, but also time-scale information like every stride length
and speed transition from the same input. Our proposedmethod can
be divided into three steps. First, we generate a panoramic image of
the 100-m track. By doing this, we can estimate where the runners
are running in a frame at the 100-meter scale. Second, we detect
whether the runner steps in the frame. For this process, we utilize
the detected track lines and leg joint positions of runners. Finally,
we project every steps to the overview image of the 100-m track
to estimate the stride length at the 100-m scale. In the experiment
part, we apply our method to various race videos. We evaluate the
accuracy of our method via comparison with the data measured
using typical methods. In addition, we evaluate the accuracy of
estimation of the number of steps and show visualized runners’
steps and speed transitions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, sensing of forms, conditions, or movements of ath-
letes has been actively conducted in various sports. For example,
Strohrmann et al. [23] conducted research to measure the athletes’
fatigue by putting 12 wearable sensors on the body. Ghasemzadeh
et al. [9] made it possible to evaluate golf players’ swing by sensing
the movement using a sensor attached on the golf club. Beetz et
al. [4] proposed a model to estimate player skills, action-selection
criteria and player and team strengths and weaknesses using mul-
tiple sensors in soccer games. To collect data of moving players
of sports, various devices, such as GPS, acceleration sensors, or
infrared sensors, are used.

Measurements using images and computer vision techniques are
also actively researched. For example, Hamid et al. [11] proposed
a method of visualizing offside lines by tracking multiple players
for a soccer games. Atmoskaruto et al. [3] proposed a method
of recognizing the formation in American football games from
an image sequence. Gedas et al. [5] predicted basketball players’
movements using first person-view videos using deep learning.
Cioppa et al. [8] proposed a method for automatic interpretation
of soccer games using image sequences from the main camera,
without camera calibration, field homography, player tracking, or
ball position estimation.

There are some methods used as broadcasting contents. Owens
et al. [21] proposed a method of judging whether the ball is over
a line. Currently, this technique is used in real games of tennis,
soccer, football, and so on [17]. In addition, there is a system for
superimposing the 10 yard line in an American football game [22].
To make the video natural, 10 yard line is superimposed behind
players by detecting the field area and players. For alpine skiing,
there is a system of superimposing virtual athlete from different
races on the video, so that audiences can visually compare the
player with virtual player [15]. This system uses the technique to
repeat the same trajectory of the camera.

In this paper, we focus on runners’ movements in a 100-m race.
For sensing track and field athletes, the following methods are
mainly used; The laser range finder [2] is the most common mea-
surement method for speed transition. By pointing the laser at the
back of the target runner, the user acquires the speed transition.
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However, there is a problem in that the user needs to be skilled
to measure it accurately. Infrared sensors such as OptiTrack [20],
are also used to measure athletes movements. This method obtains
accurate three-dimensional positions of the small markers. How-
ever, users needs to attach small infrared reflective markers to their
entire body; therefore, the effect of attaching these sensors on the
performance must be considered. Furthermore, the sensors must
be captured from multiple viewpoints. Thus, it is difficult to use
this method in a real race. Hobara et al. frame[13, 14] measured
runners’ movements by counting runners’ steps frame by frame.
This method only requires race videos. However, the information
that can be obtained is limited, since it is impossible to know where
runners are running on a 100-m scale from an image sequence.

Data measured by those methods are used for many studies. Ho-
bara et al. [13, 14] analyzed differences in performances of amputee
sprinters according to the cutting sites of the legs and ethnicity .
They stated that it takes time to obtain sufficient data from video.
Therefore, shortening the human labor of measurement is one
of the motivation of our research. In addition, the International
Association of Athletics Federation (IAAF) and the Japan Associa-
tion of Athletics Federation (JAAF) measured athletes’ movement
by combining laser range finder and multiple cameras to obtain
runners’ stride length and speed transitions for evaluating their
performances. As described above, there are various measurement
methods used for research or evaluation of athletes’ performances.

In addition to the measurements described above, there are some
methods that use computer vision techniques. Li et al. [16] proposed
the method for detecting and analyzing complex athletes’ actions
in moving background automatically. Yang et al. [24] detected run-
ners’ foot positions from the transition of images frame by frame.
Stefano et al. [18] proposed a method of identifying and localizing
athletes’ positions in video using printed numbers and texts on
athletes’ uniforms. Hasegawa et al. [12] visualized movement of
sports players by generating strobe images from continuous image
sequence. However, this method cannot detect the steps of runner
automatically. In addition, there is a problem whereby the approach
does not work in a textureless environment, such as an athletics
stadium.

In this paper, we propose a method for measuring runners’ move-
ments using a publicly available video. Normally, information ob-
tained from a race video is limited to the average stride length
and number of steps. However, our method makes it possible to
obtain not only the number of steps and average stride length but
also every stride length and speed transition of athletes with only
a video. In addition, the processes of our method are conducted
semi-automatically. Therefore, compared with counting the run-
ner’s steps manually, we can reduce the measurement time by 75%
for one race.

The remainder of the paper comprises four sections. Section 2
explains the details of the algorithms used in our method. In Section
3, we show some results of our method.We apply our method to real
race videos such as from the Olympics and world championships. In
Section 4, we discuss the results obtained in Section 3 and consider
future research. In Section 5, we summarize this paper.

Figure 1: Flow chart of our proposed method.

2 METHODS
Our research objective is estimating the stride length, number of
steps, and speed transition of 100-m race runners from video that
is publicly available via Internet broadcast. Our method can be
divided into three main steps. The first step is image stitching. We
generate a panoramic image of the 100-m track. This is because
it is impossible to determine which frame is taken at how many
meters away from the start line from an image. By generating
a panoramic image of the 100-m track, we can determine which
frame corresponds to which part of the track. We propose an image
stitching method that utilizes the consistency of the track lines for
image matching. The second part is detecting the runner’s steps.
We use the information of the joint parts’ position of people in an
image obtained by OpenPose [7], which is a real-time, multi-person
system for detecting the human body’s joints from single images.
The version of OpenPose [7] which we use is 1.0.2. From the moving
of the leg joints, we judge whether each runner steps in the frame.
Finally, we estimate the homography matrix from the panoramic
image to the overview image to obtain the runner’s stride length at
the 100-m race scale. In addition, we output the visualized steps and
speed transition as the results. The flow of our method is shown in
Figure 1.
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2.1 Track line detection

Figure 2: Flow of track line detection process.

To generate the panoramic image, we utilize the track lines of the
100-m track lane. Typically, matching methods using local feature
points, such as SIFT [19], AKAZE [1], and so on are used for image
stitching [6]. However, those methods do not work for our case.
The detected feature points have similar feature values because
the image sequence of the 100-m race, which is the input for our
method, has simple textures. Wrong matching occurs between two
frames, and the generated panoramic image exhibits large distortion.
Therefore, in our method, we propose an image stitching approach
that utilizes the consistency of the track lines.

First, we detect the track lines of a 100-m track that goes the
same direction as runner runs. In addition, we track each detected
line frame by frame to asses correspondences of the lines between
two frames for image matching.

Here, we explain how we detect and track each track line. In the
first frame, each track line is detected by clicking two points on
the line. From the second frame, the line detection and tracking
process can be divided into three steps. First, we apply a vertical
differential filter to obtain the horizontal edges of the track. We let
the pixels of which value is over 40 be edges.

In the video of the 100-m race, the track lines are supposed to
be contained in these edges, since the camera moves in parallel
with the track lines. Second, to detect each track line, we mask the
peripheral region of each track line of the previous frame. Since we
suppose that the camera does not move a lot in continuous frames,
we can expect that each track line can be found in this masked
region. Finally, each line is obtained by applying RANSAC and the
least-squared method to the white pixel area in each masked edge
image. Since our objective is not only detect track lines but also
track each line between frames, the line detection process shown in
Figure 2 is done for each line. The detected lines from this process
are shown in red in Figure 3.

2.2 Estimation of the homography matrix
Next, we conduct image matching using the detected track lines.
Our purpose is obtaining a homography matrix from each frame to
the first frame. In the proposed method, first, we obtain a homog-
raphy matrix between adjacent frames, and then we can obtain a
homography matrix from each frame to the first frame by multi-
plying each homography matrix to generate a panoramic image.
When we execute image matching between two images, at least
eight corresponding points are required. However, the homography
matrix that the detected track lines overlap in continuous frames

Figure 3: Detected track lines.

is countless; therefore, we uniquely determine the homography
matrix by supposing that camera movement in continuous frames
is approximated as simple translation.

First, we obtain a translation between two images by applying
template matching. We use sum of squared difference (SSD) as the
cost of template matching. The translation in which the SSD is the
minimum is regarded as a rough translation between two frames.
We use all pixels for this process. While calculating the SSD, to
obtain the camera movement to a track plane, we mask texts and
images which are superimposed on a screen and human detected
regions of OpenPose [7] from template images. To do this, we select
superimposed regions by clicking beforehand. In addition, when
we calculate the SSD, we use the value image in the HSV scale to
prevent the shadows of runners from affecting the SSD value.

Figure 4: Flow chart of the matching process.

After obtaining the translation, we choose corresponding points
between 2 frames to calculate homography matrix. Here, we give
a description of the method of choosing the corresponding points.
This flow is shown in Figure 4. First, letw be the image width and let
T (tx , ty ) be the translation from the t + 1 th frame to the t th frame.
As I mentioned in Section 2.1, we have already detected track lines.
The point pt (px ,py ) on the I th detected line from the inner lane is
shown as py = aipx + bi . Then, the point p(tx ,ai tx + bi ) in the t
th frame and the point p(0,bi ) in the t + 1 th frame are regarded as
corresponding points. In addition, the point p(w,aiw + bi ) in the
t th frame and the point p(w − tx ,ai (w − tx ) + bi ) in the t + 1 th
frame are regarded as corresponding points.

Then, we calculate the homography matrix Ht from the t + 1 th
frame to the t th frame using these corresponding points. Following
this, we calculate the homography matrix H ′

n from each frame to
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the first frame. H ′
ncan be obtained by multiplying Ht up to the first

frame. Thus, H ′
n can be expressed by the following equation.

H ′
n =

n∏
t=0

Ht (1)

Thereafter, a panoramic image of the entire track is generated using
H ′
n . The panoramic image generated is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Generated panoramic image of the 100-m track.

2.3 Tracking a runner
The next step is tracking a target runner. For this process, we use
the human joint positions, which are obtained by OpenPose [7].
For tracking the runner, we calculate the distance of the detected
joint parts between two adjacent frames. OpenPose [7] can acquire
18 joint coordinates of a person (nose, neck, right shoulder, right
elbow, right wrist, left shoulder, left elbow, left wrist, right hip, right
knee, right ankle, left hip, left knee, left ankle, right eye, left eye,
right ear, left ear) in an image. When we calculate the distances to
detect the target runner in the next frame, we use the total distances
of the positions of the neck, nose, right eye and left eye, as those
joints are considered to have a relatively small movement between
continuous images compared with other joints, such as the wrists
or ankles.

2.4 Detecting steps
To determine whether the runner steps in the frame, we also use
the information from OpenPose [7]. We employ the distance D
between the leg joints of the target runner and the outside line of
the track line, as shown in Figure 6. Since the target runner’s leg is
on the track plane when the runner steps, we can suppose that D
becomes smaller when the runner steps. Since, in the 100-m race,
each runner runs in a specific lane, separated by the detected line,
a leg must be on the track lane that the runner is running in when
the runner steps, as shown in Figure 7. Thus, when the following
conditions are met, we judge the target runner’s steps in the frame
as follows:

• D is smallest in seven continuous frames; and
• The leg joint is in the lane where the runner is running.

Now, the steps of the right leg and left leg are detected separately.
Although the runner steps alternatingly with both legs, sometimes,
it is judged that both legs step in the same frame or continuous
frames. This occurs when OpenPose [7] wrongly detects the leg
positions. This error mainly occurs when the occlusion of a leg

!

!"#$%&'()

Figure 6: Distance between the outer track line and leg joint.

!"#$%&'()

Figure 7: Visualization of the track lane and runner’s leg
joint.

happens. When the runner steps and the feet crosses, the other
leg is occluded, as shown in Figure 8. In this case, it is difficult for
OpenPose [7] to differentiate between the right and left legs. As a
result, our method method detects runner steps with both legs in
the same frame or continuous frames. Therefore, if both legs are
judged to step in two consecutive frames, we delete one of them as
a wrongly detected step. In this case, we regard the step where D is
small as the correct step point. This is because, when the runner
steps, D becomes small as the leg is on the track.

2.5 Completion and eliminating steps
Next, we complement and eliminate the estimated step points. This
is because estimated step positions are largely affected by the Open-
Pose [7] result. In addition, the accuracy of OpenPose [7] is not
perfect especially in the scene shown in Figure 8.

We use the average stride length for judging if the detected steps
are correct. To obtain the stride length at the 100-m scale, we first ob-
tain the homography matrix Hoverview , which projects panoramic
image to overview image. For obtaining four corresponding points
to calculate Hoverview , we click four corner points of the 100-m
track in the panoramic image. The overview image generated in
this step is shown in Figure 9. By projecting the detected step points
using Hoverview , we can obtain the target runner’s steps at the
100m scale.

Next, we show the algorithm of completion steps for which no
steps are detected and eliminating wrongly detected steps. Now,
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we have all the steps’ distances from the starting line as vector
X = x1,x2,x3, ...,xn ; then, the I th step’s stride length Si can be
obtained by xi − xi−1. While the runner is accelerating, the stride
length is shorter than the average stride length; therefore, we pro-
pose a different process depending on the value of xi . We set the
threshold th, which represents the distance where the runner’s
stride length reaches the average stride length. In this paper, we set
th as 20m. This parameter is empirically determined. The algorithm
for eliminating wrongly detected steps is shown in Algorithm 1.

For completing the steps process, we propose a different process
depending on the value of xi . We also use same th mentioned in the
previous paragraph. The algorithm for completing steps is shown
in Algorithm 2. In Algorithm 2, xc indicates completed point.

Figure 8: Scenes inwhich the leg joints arewrongly detected.

Figure 9: Overview image generated from the panoramic im-
age.

Algorithm 1 Deleting wrongly detected steps

for i ⇐ 1 do
if xi < th then

if Si < 0.8Saveraдe then
delete xi

end if
else if xi > th then

if Si < Saveraдe then
delete xi

end if
end if

end for

3 EXPERIMENT
We applied our method to some videos of a 100-m race that are
accessible on Youtube. Each of those videos have different back-
ground and intrinsic camera parameters. The resolution of each
video is 640 × 320. We show images of input videos in Figure 10.
Excluding runners who did not finish the race, we obtained data
for a total 29 runners. In Section3.1, we compare the results of our

Algorithm 2 Completing steps

for i ⇐ 1 do
if xi < th then

if Si > Saveraдe then
insert xc ⇐ (xi−1 + Saveraдe ) between xi−1 and xi

end if
else if xi > th then

if Si > 1.3Saveraдe then
insert xc ⇐ (xi−1 + Saveraдe ) between xi−1 and xi

end if
end if

end for

method with the data observed with laser range finders and multi-
ple cameras [10]. In Section 3.2, we evaluate how our method can
correctly count the number of runners’ steps. We set the number
of steps counted manually by watching the video frame by frame
as ground truth. In Section 3.3, we show the visualized data of the
runners’ steps and speed transition in the 2016 Rio Olympics Men’s
Final for the 100-m race.

Figure 10: Inputs of the experiments.

3.1 Comparison with laser range finder and
multiple cameras

In this section, we compare our method with ground truth which
is measured by laser range finder and multiple cameras. We show
the results of our method for the IAAF World Championship Track
and Field 2009, in which the current world record for the men’s
100-m race was set by Usain Bolt. We compare his speed transition,
step length, and step frequency estimated by our method with
the ground truth data provided by IAAF [10]. The 20-m interval
time, average stride length, and stride frequency of Usain Bolt from
the ground truth and data estimated by our method are shown in
Figures 11, 12, and 13.

3.2 The accuracy of the step estimation
In this section, we show how our method can estimate runners’
steps correctly. We set the result of counting the number of steps
frame by frame manually as the ground truth data. Table 1 shows
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the results of the evaluation. Error in table 1 signifies differences in
the number of steps between the ground truth and our method.

3.3 Visualizing steps and speed transition
In this section, we provide visualized data of the steps and speed
transition of runners using our method. Figure 14 shows the visu-
alized data from the 2016 Rio Olympics Men’s Final for the 100-m
race. The left side of the Figure 14 signifies the result of the visu-
alization of the steps. The horizontal axis represents the distance
at the meter scale, and a vertical white line is shown every 10 m.
In addition, each white circle shows runners’ steps. The right side
of Figure 14 shows the visualization of the speed transition. The
horizontal axis represents the distance from the starting line to the
goal line, and the vertical axis shows the speed.
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Figure 11: Usain Bolt’s 20-m interval time.
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Figure 12: Usain Bolt’s 20-m interval stride length.
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Figure 13: Usain Bolt’s 20-m interval stride frequency.

Table 1: Evaluation of estimating steps.

error(times) 0 1 2 3 over 4
percentage(%) 21 21 7 24 27

4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Comparison with laser range finder and

multiple cameras
According to Figure11,12, and 13, the first and last 20 m had more
noise than the other terms did. For the first 20 m, one of the pos-
sible causes of the noise is the runner’s posture. The accuracy of
OpenPose [7] depends on the posture of people in the image. If all
the body’s joints are captured in an image, the accuracy becomes

higher. However, in this case, in the first part of the acceleration
section, which was the first 10-20 m, the runner bent the upper
body. Therefore, the accuracy is reduced, since every joint is not
shown in an image.

In the last 20 m, we assume that the accumulated noise of the
homography matrix affects the result. During the image stitching,
the homography matrix from each frame to the first frame is ob-
tained bymultiplying the homographymatrices until the first frame.
Therefore, the latter frame accumulates more noise. We assume this
is why the estimated step length is too low in the last 20 m. Cur-
rently, we match two images by regarding the camera movement
between the two frames as a translation. This may be the reason
for the noise; therefore, we must consider alternative methods for
image stitching.

4.2 The accuracy of the step estimation
According to Table 1, we can correctly estimate the number of steps
with no error in 20% cases, and we can estimate the number of steps
within a three-step error in 70% cases. Error in table 1 signifies
differences in the number of steps between the ground truth and
our method. However, in the rest of the cases, the estimation results
were totally wrong.

We assume one of the causes of failure is the tracking algorithm.
With our tracking algorithm shown in Section 2.3, it is difficult to
track the runner robustly when runners overlap. In the 100-m race
video, overlapping of runners often occurs, even in the early part of
the race. In this case, the target runner is still accelerating when the
tracking is lost. As shown in Section 2.5, once tracking is lost, the
rest of the steps are completed based on the assumption that the
runner finishes the race with an average stride length. Therefore,
completion of steps is performed with a shorter stride, so that the
number of steps can be larger.

In a case where the estimated number of steps is totally different
from the ground truth, we suppose that this is because of a failure
of joint position detection with OpenPose [7]. One of the reasons of
noise in OpenPose [7] is the differences from the learning dataset
and input images. Therefore, it is a future task to use dataset of
track and field runners for the learning process of CNN. By doing
this, we can expect better accuracy of joint part detection.

Regarding the tracking algorithm, it is thought that a more robust
algorithm can be provided using the line information detected in
Section 2.1. As we mentioned in this section, it is possible to judge
which lane the runner is currently running in from the positional
relationship between the runner’s step position and the track line.
This is also a future task to implement a more robust tracking
algorithm using line information.

4.3 Visualizing steps and speed transition
As shown in the visualized result of the speed transitions in Figure
14, the runners gradually accelerate from the start, and they reach
the maximum speed at the early middle part of the race. This is
a typical way for 100-m runners to run. Thus, it seems that our
method can obtain the correct result.

As shown in the visualized steps in Figure 14, the stride length
gradually increases from 0 to 20 m; then, the runner maintains
almost the same stride length. This also means that the runner
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Figure 14: Visualization of race of runners of the 2016 Rio OlympicsMen’s Final for the 100-m race: (left) visualization of steps,
(right) visualization of speed transition.
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gradually accelerates and finishes the race with maximum stride
length.

In the cases of Runner 7 and Runner 8 on the left side of Figure
14, the stride length does not seem to change after around 60 m,
which is the point at which the tracking is lost. As mentioned in
Section 2.5, we completed the steps based on the assumption that
the runner finishes the race with the average stride length. This
is why the stride length looks same after around 60 m. Since it is
considered that the completed strides are different from the real
strides, we must formulate a better way to complete runners’ steps.

As shown in the left part of Figure 14, only the x axis information
is visualized. This is because we integrated right and left steps, as
mentioned in Section 2.4. However, if we can make the accuracy of
joint part detection better, it will be possible to obtain and visualize
y axis information. As mentioned in Section 4.2, preparing datasets
for OpenPose [7], which is optimized for joint detection of runners,
is required for this.

Concerning the application of our method, we think that our
method is useful as broadcasting content. Not only the visualized
data shown in Figure 14, but also other features can be realized.
For example, we can expect that it is possible to create a virtual
competition system by superimposing steps in the different race
videos. Although virtual competition system [15] needs to move the
camera with same trajectory from the same viewpoint, our method
can compare multiple runners of different races, with footage taken
with different camera. In addition, we can generate strobo images
of runners. In Hasegawa et al.’s method [12], camera position has to
be static. However, in our method, we can generate strobo images
from a video taken by moving camera, since we have a homography
matrix from each frame for the panoramic image.

Figure 15: Scenes in which athletes overlap.

5 CONCLUSION
In this study, we proposed a method of measuring the movements of
100-m race runners using a publicly available race video. Basically,
the information that we can obtain from a race video is limited to the
number of steps and average stride length. However, our proposed
method made it possible to obtain not only this information but
also every stride length and speed transition. Our method can be
divided into three sections. First, we generate a panoramic image
of a 100-m track to estimate where every runner is running on a
100 m scale. We proposed an image stitching method that utilizes
the consistency of the track line. Second, we judge the frames
in which the runner steps using the movement of the leg joints.
Finally, we obtain a homography matrix from the panoramic image
to an overview image so that we can obtain the stride length at
the 100 m scale. In the experimental part, we applied our method
to various videos of 100-m races. First, we evaluated our method

by comparing it with the measuring method using laser range
finder and multiple cameras, which are typically used. Second, we
evaluated the estimation accuracy concerning the number of steps.
We determined that we can correctly estimate the number of steps
with no error in about 20% cases. Finally, we visualized the steps
and speed transition of the runners and showed the possibility of
using the solution for broadcasting content. One future work is
using images of runners to train CNN model in joint part detection
for estimating the data more accurately.
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